
Christmas Game

In terms of time, we are two years after Jesus was born,
shortly before Joseph, Mary and Jesus flew to Egypt. It is
assumed that Jesus was around two years old at this point in
time.

Basics
history

In terms of time, we are two years after Jesus was born, shortly before Joseph, Mary and Jesus
flew to Egypt. It is assumed that Jesus was around two years old at this point in time. We are a
couple of villagers who saw the birth two years ago. Now we want to visit him and give him a
present for his second birthday.

But nobody knows where Jesus is currently, and the gifts have not yet been bought. And it is a dark
year, which Herod arbitrarily suppresses the poor population, everywhere his henchmen lie in wait
to do evil to the poor citizens. There is also a rumor that Herod is looking for and killing a child of
around two years of age. Is this child Jesus? better we be careful ...

target

Will we find Jesus and give him presents without the henchmen Herod catching us or maybe
finding Jesus before us?

The group that finds Jesus first and brings the most gifts has won.

Playtime

approx. 2 to 2.5 hours

Age range

Ameisli / young flock / teens

Location

Village City

Game explanation
Find gifts for Jesus
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Because we cannot agree, we split into six groups. We split up our last savings, each group gets
18 gold coins (in-game currency). We can use these to buy baby items from retailers.

We know the names and house numbers of these dealers. We go to them and can buy the item.

Find the whereabouts of Jesus

But the gifts do not bring us anything if we do not know where Jesus is. We have to ask passers-by
if they know something. In a letter we have tips and addresses to whom we can contact.

We seek them out and will learn something from them where Jesus is. With some you can be of
help and thus earn some money.

Herod's minions

Be careful and avoid Herod's henchmen, you will recognize them through (...).
They caught you when they patted a person in the group three times on the back. Then you have
to face the patrol and you will be searched for revealing objects.

It has been observed that they are very keen on baby things, it is rumored that Herod is looking for
an approximately 2-year-old baby. How so? You don't know exactly, but I'm sure he has something
bad in mind. So hide the baby things as best as possible. If they find baby things, take them away
from you.

Aside from that, the henchmen get very measly wages, often something can be made of it.
Sometimes you can bribe them. But be careful with that ...

attachment


